FALL READING LIST

7 BOOKS TO LEAD YOUR TEAM TO SUCCESS

THE COACHING HABIT: SAY LESS, ASK MORE & CHANGE THE WAY YOU LEAD FOREVER
BY MICHAEL BUNGAY STANIER

This manager playbook combines insider information, neuroscience and behavioral economics to help make coaching a regular, informal part of your day. Thanks to seven transformative questions, The Coaching Habit’s your new go-to weapon for leading (and supporting) your teams by unlocking people’s potential and driving great business results.

THE CODE OF THE EXTRAORDINARY MIND: 10 UNCONVENTIONAL LAWS TO REDEFINE YOUR LIFE & SUCCEED ON YOUR OWN TERMS
BY VISHEN LAKHIANI

Forget the rules of the past — and redefine what happiness, purpose and success mean for you. The Code of Extraordinary Mind will help you get started. Vishen Lakhiani reveals a framework based on personal experience, his company’s 5 million customers and 200 hours of interviews with today’s top entrepreneurs.

THE EFFECTIVE MANAGER
BY MARK HORSTMAN

The manager-employee relationship is arguably the most important one in the office. Why? Because it can lead to more productive, efficient and loyal employees. The Effective Manager is perfect for managers, directors and executives who want actionable advice. Learn how to optimize performance through four critical behaviors: building relationships, providing feedback, coaching and delegating.
EGO IS THE ENEMY
BY RYAN HOLIDAY
Our ego holds us back at every stage of our career. Ryan Holiday explains why it’s the barrier to our goals, our successes, our failures — essentially, everything we do in life. He shares how to manage and tame our insatiable egos so we can lead the most meaningful lives.

GRIT: THE POWER OF PASSION AND PERSEVERANCE
BY ANGELA DUCKWORTH
Whether you’re a parent, student, athlete or businessperson, Grit can help you work smarter and live better. Psychologist Angela Duckworth uses extensive research to unveil the secret to outstanding achievement — and it isn’t talent. It’s a blend of passion and perseverance she defines as “grit.” Learn the science of how grit correlates with success — and the steps to get there.

ORIGINALS: HOW NON-CONFORMISTS MOVE THE WORLD
BY ADAM GRANT
Originals examines how the best leaders champion new ideas and fight groupthink. Adam Grant shares data, insights and examples of famous innovators and their out-of-the-box habits. Even better, he shares actionable concepts for cultivating originality in your own organization. By the end of the book, you’ll learn what it takes to spark creativity and make a difference in your workplace.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS: WOMEN MEN WORK FAMILY
BY ANNE-MARIE SLAUGHTER
In a world where the traditional workplace — and balance — is dead, we must rethink our careers and families if we want to thrive. Unfinished Business challenges you to reexamine your assumptions on why men and women fail to “have it all” and sheds light on how you can be a strong leader at work and an engaged parent at home.